
A product of telequest & Internet Solutions GmbH 

The marketing tool for incoming calls
CALL TRACKING

Call tracking makes the 
whole customer journey of 
your customers clearly  
visible!

Get the most out of your  
campaigns and advertising  
channels! 

Safe and GDPR-compliant  
solution! 

Easy integration into Google  
Ads, Analytics and Data Studio! 

Qualification after the calls!

Benefit from the expertise and the
network of the telequest Group!

 

The advantages of questFON 
call tracking at a glance

Contact

Basic Premium

Office Graz St. Peter:
telequest & Internet Solutions GmbH
Plüddemanngasse 106/1
A-8042 Graz, Austria

+43 316 46 82 48 2
+43 316 47 44 22 14
questfon@telequest.at

Toll free service hotlines:

Business hours:
Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm

w w w. q u e s t F O N . c l o u d

Call attribution down to keyword level

Online live statistics

Integration of data into Google Analytics

Caller qualification through the agents/employees

Individually definable criteria for caller qualification

Easy and quick installation  

Service numbers in over 130 countries

Solution options

Owing to our speech dialogue solutions (IVR, 

ACD), both a pre- and post-qualification of the 

calls are possible. All information thus gained 

can be fed into analysis tools in real time.   

Due to our years of experience, we can also 

offer you customised solutions for routing the 

calls. Routing destinations can be set dynami-

cally and flexibly depending on specific factors 

(e.g. URL or location).   

International: 00800 102 502 22
Austria & Switzerland: 0800 102 502
Germany: 0800 102 502 2



 

Why call tracking?

For whom is call tracking suitable?

Static call tracking 

Dynamic call tracking

The call tracking process 

User 1     +43 316 231557 100

User 2     +43 316 231557 101

User 3     +43 316 231557 102

User 4     +43 316 231557 103

User 5     +43 316 231557 104

User 6     +43 316 231557 105

In a digital marketing environment, measuring the performance of advertising campaigns is a central task. While 

precise analyses are already part of everyday business for website visits and online purchases, many companies 

are still groping in the dark and losing valuable insights into the customer journey when it comes to evaluating calls. 

Call tracking offers your company the possibility to 

trace precisely through which channels customers 

became aware of your telephone number. Individual 

campaigns can finally be analysed in detail and the 

success rate of telephone calls can be made 

measurable. The data generated from the call tracking 

is integrated easily into proven analysis tools such as 

Google Analytics. 

In addition, we offer you individual solutions if you 

would like to integrate the data into your own CRM 

system. Of course, we handle your data with care 

and responsibly in the process.   

As an independent partner of local telecommunica-

tion companies in 130 countries, we offer our custo-

mers a wide variety of service numbers and the 

associated services. Therefore, you also receive 

suitable telephone numbers for call tracking directly 

from us.

Owing to its quick implementation and simple operati-

on, call tracking is suitable for all companies that want 

to measure their performance and thereby optimise 

their marketing. Independently of the sector or the size 

of the company, you can benefit from our individual 

solutions!

In static call tracking, individual marketing channels 

are allocated their own telephone numbers. This 

allows the exact tracking of whether your customers 

came across the telephone number of your company 

e.g. through an advertisement, a TV spot, a radio spot 

or a mailing. This shows which advertising means 

generate most calls.  

In dynamic call tracking, individual telephone 

numbers are displayed to individual customers on 

your website.  If a call is made to the respective 

number, it can be linked to the website visitor. The 

display of the individual numbers is fully automatic.    

Call tracking can be integrated easily on your website through a script or the Google 

Tag Manager. Various ways of displaying the numbers are available. All gathered call 

data is stored by us in the form of reports in one or more of your Google Analytics 

accounts. In addition, further customer-specific information can flow into the reports. 

Through the link with the Google Ads account, an analysis down to keyword level is 

possible. Furthermore, the data allows individual reports to be compiled in the Google 

Data Studio. 

Your customers are 
now displayed 

individual telephone 
numbers with which 

they can contact 
your company!

After the telephone 
call, individual calls 
can be qualified by 

the agent or 
employee!

All call data is 
integrated

automatically in your 
Google Analytics 
account and your 

CRM system!

Implement call 
tracking quickly and 

easily on your 
website!
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